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Introduction.
Thorough and quantitative studies of electron transfer in single molecule device structures remains extremely challenging 1 . On the other hand, redox active molecules tethered to ordered self assembled organic nanostructures of monolayer thickness immobilized on metal electrodes provide a well defined and versatile way to probe the mechanism of molecular electron transfer and tunnelling through organic materials 2 .
Mixed monolayer systems containing both redox active and analogous electroinactive structures which serve as diluents can be readily prepared, and so the surface confined redox species can be diluted in a controlled manner to generate an array in which the redox sites are far enough apart so that they do not interact with one another. The application of well established electrochemical techniques to the latter system offers the ability to answer many thermodynamic, kinetic and structural questions relevant to the construction of molecular electronic devices.
Magnetic field effects on electrochemical reactions have been recently reviewed 3 and may be divided into three categories-those relating to mass transport, deposit morphology and electrode kinetics. The effect of a magnetic field on mass
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transport is well established. The field acts to induce convection in the solution, thereby reducing the diffusion layer thickness and thus increasing the diffusion limited current 4 .
In recent years, clear field effects on the morphology and texture of electrodeposits have been reported under various conditions 5 . The effect of external magnetic fields on the dynamics of heterogeneous electron transfer processes is more controversial. Some authors report that the field has no influence 6 whereas others explain modifications in the exchange current density in a field in terms of transitions between magnetic quantum states in the ions 7 .
In this communication we report the marked effect of an external static magnetic field (0.5 T) on the redox and electron transfer behaviour of a self assembled redox active monolayer (SAM) n-(ferrocenylcarbonyloxy) alkane thiol FcCO 2 (CH 2 ) n SH, when n = 7, 10 and 11.
Experimental
The complex was synthesised via established methods 8 and the monolayer was formed on gold support electrodes via adsorption from a dilute (1mM) ethanolic solution of the alkane thiol for some 48 hours. The electron transfer dynamics across the alkane thiol monolayer were probed using cyclic voltammetry, electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance gravimetry and potential step chronoamperometry using a CHI electrochemical workstation, in a standard three electrode electrochemical cell. fig.1(a) . Note the uniformity of magnetic flux within the bore.
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Results and Discussion
In fig.1 implications not only on the surface coverage observed using CV, but also has an effect on the amount of ion pairing that occurs. We have determined values of the redox group surface coverage Γ as determined from CV analysis and both the frequency change ∆f and the mass change ∆m corresponding to ion pairing events as determined from EQCM both in the presence and in the absence of an external magnetic field. We note It is also significant that the semi-logarithmic plots presented in fig.1(d . Hence we suggest that the effect of magnetic field on the observed redox response of the electroactive ferrocenyl alkane thiol SAM film can be largely attributed to local magnetohydrodynamic effects involving charge compensating counterions at the layer/solution interface.
Conclusions
We have shown in this communication that the electrochemical response of a pendant ferrocene group in al alkane thiol SAM thin film is irreversibly effected by the presence of a 0.5 T static magnetic field applied parallel to the electrode surface.
In situ EQCM analysis indicates that the extent of ion pairing decreases in the presence of the magnetic field which suggests that the decrease in electroactivity manifested in the voltammetry can be attributed to local magnetohydrodynamic stirring which effects the counter-ion distribution at the film/solution interface and hence the interfacial potential distribution. 
